
BUSINESS HEALTH CHECK
Review how your 
current Snow product 
configuration is 
delivering against 
Industry best practice.  
The Business Health Check Workshop is designed 
to uncover the extent of your data quality and 
usage, in order to determine recommendations 
optimize the insights.

KEY BENEFITS

• Understand the quality of data currently held 
within your Snow solution

• Recommendations and best practice from our 
Snow experts

• Practical guide for prioritized implementation

HOW WE WORK WITH OUR CUSTOMERS

• Listen, collaborate and recommend
• Set strategic objectives and execute with 

measurable outcomes
• Ask constructive questions and provide actionable 

answers
• Imagine new possibilities and deliver

unrivaled insight
• Embrace challenges and tackle complexity

with rigor
• Transfer knowledge, skills and confidence, enabling 

efficient running and operation within your Snow 
environments



ABOUT SNOW SOFTWARE
Snow Software is the global leader in technology intelligence solutions, ensuring the trillions spent on 
all forms of technology is optimized to drive maximum value. More than 4,000 organizations around the 
world rely on Snow’s platform to provide complete visibility, optimize usage and spend, and minimize 
regulatory risk. Headquartered in Stockholm, Snow has more local offices and regional support centers 
than any other software asset and cloud management provider, delivering unparalleled results to our 
customers and partners. To find out more about Snow Software, visit www.snowsoftware.com.

BUSINESS CONSULTANTS OFFER:

• 10+ years industry experience
• Business and IT strategy acumen
• In-depth knowledge of Snow Solutions

KEY OUTCOMES

•

•

Comprehensive report detailing the findings in all 
areas of your software asset management practice 
Prioritized ‘next steps’ required to meet your 
objectives and Industry best practice

CUSTOMER PROFILE

Consider the Business Health Check Workshop if:

• You want to understand if your Snow solution is 
being used effectively

• The data reliability within your Snow solution is a 
concern

• You need to assess and realize business value from 
your software asset management investment

PRICING AND SCOPE

The Business Health Check Workshop requires  
0.5-1 day remote access to your Snow solution. 
The report will be prepared remotely with time 
included for follow-up discussion.

For pricing, please contact your local Snow Sales 
Representative.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

If further information is required regarding the 
Business Health Check or any of the other services 
offered, please speak to your local Snow Software 
representative.


